AZOM Team Contract
Turn in at the registration table in the MPR to get your coaching
packet.
Membership name ____________________________
Problem _________________ Div. _____
Team pledge: We understand that we are visitors and must be respectful of the
campus. This means we will not climb on any walls, trees, roofs, etc. Running
needs to be supervised and not in busy areas. Throwing or kicking of balls (or
other objects) is NOT allowed.
Odyssey of the Mind Rules Forbid Vulgarity: We understand that swearing or
rude behavior by the team or team supporters to anyone else will not be
tolerated and will cause an unsportsmanlike penalty to be applied to the team.
Coach and Team Agreement Signatures Below
Coach 1: ______________________

Coach 3: ______________________

Coach 2: ______________________

Coach 4: ______________________

Team Member 1:

Team Member 2:

Team Member 3:

Team Member 4:

Team Member 5:

Team Member 6:

Team Member 7:

These rules are not all inclusive. Requests by campus security or Odyssey officials must be followed.

Coaches see page 2.

Coach Validation of Rules Communication
Please send the following information to anyone who might be on the campus to
support your teams.
These rules are not all inclusive.
Requests by campus security or Odyssey officials must be followed.
Disallowed on campus or parking lots:
 All animals except service animals
 Open flames, barbeques of any kind
 Drugs, smoking of any kind, weapons
Team and Supporter Pledge: We understand that we are visitors and must be
respectful of the campus. This means we will not climb on any, walls, trees, roofs,
etc. Running needs to be supervised and not in busy areas. Throwing or kicking
of balls (or other objects) is NOT allowed.
International Odyssey of the Mind Rules Require: Doors to the team
performances be closed during performances. Do NOT knock if the door is closed,
it means a team is performing and they will not be opened until the teams’
performance is finished. A door monitor will open the door to admit audience
between performances.
International Odyssey of the Mind Rules Forbid Vulgarity: We understand that
swearing or rude behavior by the team or team supporters to anyone else will not
be tolerated and will cause an unsportsmanlike penalty to be applied to the team.
Communication of rules to parents and team supporters: I have shared the
Odyssey and campus rules above with all parents and team supporters.

Coach Signature _______________________________________________

